Example Highlight Tape

Player Resume
Personal Data
Name: Wismer
Surname: Justin
Date of Birth: 22.12.1999
Place of Birth: Hannover, Germany
Nationality: German and US-American

Contact information
Address: Marienwerderstraße 4 , 30449 Hannover
Phone: +49 1633815470
Mail: wismerjustin@gmail.com

Lacrosse experience
Hometown club: DHC Hannover e.V
Position: Forward
Strong hand: Left
Box Lacrosse experience in years: 3 ½ Years
Box Lacrosse milestones/ Awards: German National Team 2019 at WILC Langley, various Box
Tournaments in Germany and Czech Republic (Ales Hrebresky Memorial, Frank Menschner
Cup), German Box Lacrosse League, Czech Box Lacrosse League (SK Jizni Miesto)
Field Lacrosse experience in years: 5 ½ Years
Field Lacrosse milestones/ Awards: German U20 Field Lacrosse Team at U20 European
Championship 2019 in Prague, (2nd Place)

Fitness Level
Height (cm): 185
Weight (kg): 80
40 meters dash time (s): 5,65
20 meters beep test (level): 11
(according to https://www.topendsports.com/testing/beephome.htm)

Highlight tape link:

1. https://youtu.be/Ba9kewNhdW0
2. https://youtu.be/BfFx7vn5zo0

Kontakt:

boxlaxprogram@gmail.com
+49 (0)175 2066914

Example Highlight Tape

Motivational letter (max 250 words):
I am fortunate enough over the past years to have been on various Teams in
Germany that have challenged and supported me to become a better player and to
continually work on myself. Since preparation began for the WILC 2019 I developed a
drive to play and to train as I saw what was possible but also how long the road was
still ahead of me. After training for two years basically all year long and having made
it onto the U20 German Field Team and National Box team and actually being able to
make an impact in these Teams, I decided that I wanted to make the next step. I
managed get in contact with some Junior Teams in Vancouver and was planning to
go there in March of 2020 when the season and everything else got cancelled due to
Covid-19. While I was personally crushed that I was not able to go and fulfill my
biggest dream, it didn’t take away my drive and my desire to play at the next level.
Since the return to play in May I have started training again and my passion to go
over to Canada to play Junior Lacrosse is as strong as ever.
This Summer I was travelling to play in the Frank Menschner Cup in Prague and I
also played in the Czech Box Lacrosse League. I was travelling as much as I could
for every bit of Lacrosse that was available, and I am willing to travel across the
Ocean to play in Canada and give it everything I have.

Kontakt:

boxlaxprogram@gmail.com
+49 (0)175 2066914

